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Flurry of Data as Rules Near for
Commercial Colleges
By TAMAR LEWIN

As the United States Department of Education gets closer to issuing its final regulations on

commercial colleges’ eligibility for the federal student aid that provides the bulk of their

revenue, a flurry of new reports and litigation are being filed in advance of important policy

decisions for the schools.

“There’s obviously a great deal of political posturing and positioning taking place,” said Terry W.

Hartle, senior vice president at the American Council on Education. “The for-profits want to

underscore the importance of the needy population they serve. Critics want to undermine the

sector. It’s very hard to separate fact from fiction, given all that’s taken place.”

On Thursday, the department issued new data showing that many commercial colleges leave

large numbers of their graduates unable to pay back their loans. The data — covering all

institutions of higher education — found that among students whose loans came due in 2008, 25

percent of those who attended commercial colleges defaulted within three years, compared with

10.8 percent at public institutions and 7.6 percent at private nonprofit colleges and universities.

“Our schools are primarily educating working adults and lower income students, which is not

true of traditional higher education,” said Harris Miller, president of the Association of Private

Sector Colleges and Universities. “My expectation is that if you compared schools with our

demographics, they would have similar rates, and I don’t understand why the Department of

Education can’t break it down that way.”

Senator Tom Harkin, chairman of the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions

Committee, who has been holding hearings on the commercial colleges, said the new data made

it clear that students at those colleges are “dramatically worse off after they leave” than

students at private or public nonprofit schools.

“With for-profit students accounting for almost half of all student loan defaults, serious

questions have to be raised about the taxpayer investment in these companies,” he said.
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Starting next year, colleges that have default rates greater than 30 percent for three

consecutive years will, as of 2014, lose their eligibility for federal student aid.

At a background briefing on Thursday afternoon, department officials said it was impossible to

predict from the data how many colleges would be cut off.

The University of Phoenix, the largest commercial institution, was at 22.77 percent. Kaplan

University, owned by The Washington Post Company, had a 30 percent three-year default rate.

And Corinthian Colleges had some units that edged far higher — with one, Everest Institute in

Texas, at 58 percent.

The new default rates are only one point of dispute in a larger battle over the department’s

efforts to impose new rules on the commercial colleges, which enroll about 12 percent of the

nation’s college students.

At the heart of the fight is the department’s new “gainful employment” rule, which would cut off

federal financial aid to programs whose graduates have big student loans, low income and low

loan-repayment rates.

That rule was part of a package intended to remedy abuses in the for-profit sector — abuses

that have been detailed in Senate hearings, and a report by the Government Accountability

Office in which undercover investigators found wrongdoing at all 15 of the colleges they visited.

While most of the new regulations were released in final form last fall, the department split off

the gainful employment rule for later action — now expected next month.

The commercial colleges say the rule, as proposed, would cut off education opportunities for

low-income and minority students with too few educational options. But consumer advocacy

groups say that it would eliminate only the programs whose students have the highest loan-

default rates, and, in the process, help protect both students and taxpayers from programs that

take in millions of dollars of federal aid but leave students mired in debt.

The fight over the colleges now has many fronts.

On Wednesday, a group representing commercial colleges sued the G.A.O., accusing it of

negligence and malpractice over what the suit called an “erroneous and completely biased”

report criticizing commercial colleges.

In November, the accountability office amended its report, softening some of the findings — but,

according to both G.A.O. officials and Senator Harkin, who had asked for the report, not

changing the overall conclusion.
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Last month, Mr. Miller’s group went to court to challenge three of the new rules the

Department of Education has adopted — one intended to prevent misrepresentation in

recruiting, another forbidding recruiters to be compensated based on how many students they

enroll and a third giving states more oversight over distance education.

The association’s lawsuit said that the new regulations go beyond the department’s authority,

and are unconstitutionally vague.

Meanwhile, unhappy former students from Kaplan have begun their own campaign for change.

Shannon Croteau, a New Hampshire woman who said she left Kaplan after discovering that she

was out of financial aid and owed $30,000 for a paralegal program that was worthless in her

state, started an online petition drive against Kaplan. Her petition, at Change.org, has now

garnered more than 12,000 signatures, asking Donald E. Graham, the chairman of The

Washington Post Company, to reform — or shut down — the Kaplan colleges.

Ron Iori, a Kaplan spokesman, said Change.org had solicited petition signers through a mass e-

mail. “We reviewed a sampling of the signers and very, very few of them are actually current or

former students,” he said.
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